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A picture of public spending to support food and drink:  
2016-17 

 
Food and drink is one of Scotland’s growth sectors, with: 
 

 Employment of around 115,000, accounting for 4.5% of Scotland’s employment 

(2015) 

 Exports of just under £10 billion (12.1% of Scotland’s exports), just under half of 

which are to rest of UK (2015) 

 Turnover in the sector of £13.5 billion in 2015 (with the Scotland 2030 strategy 

targeting £30 billion by 2030)  

 17,320 registered enterprises in Scotland, 10% of all Scottish enterprises 

 Business Enterprise Research and Development of £18 million in 2015; 2.1% of 

the total in Scotland   

 Below average weekly earnings (median weekly earnings in 2016 of £492 

compared to Scottish average of £535)   

 
The public sector plays an important and diverse role in shaping the direction of the sector.  
As set out below the funding picture is complex, but an initial review of some of the main 
funding sources identifies around £100m of public funding which is being used to 
support, regulate or help grow the Scottish food and drink sector.   
 
This note aims to give a flavour of the range and scale of this public spending undertaken 
by the Scottish Government and other key Scottish public bodies.  It draws on a short 
survey of the government and a selection of public bodies by SPICe, as well as other 
publicly available sources of information.   
 
The picture of public funding relating to food is complex and wide ranging.  Within the time 
and resource available for this exercise there are necessarily some significant caveats 
associated with the analysis: 
 

 It is not comprehensive – in some cases data is not available, and in others the 

SPICe survey and analysis may have missed some areas of funding.  For example 

we do not have data on the Scottish Funding Council’s (SFC) support for food 

related research through the Research Excellence Grant.  Also some broader rural 

economic development support (such as on transport or broadband) will benefit 

food and drink among other sectors, but is not included here. 

 The definition of funding to ‘support the food and drink sector’ is broad (and 

includes for example the budget of Food Standards Scotland, the largest part of 

which is to ensure food safety, research commissioned by the government on 

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00524005.pdf
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various aspects of food including food security and diet, as well as the SFC funding 

to support teaching of food related courses).   

 As well as the figures included in the main analysis are some other huge food 

related budgets – such as the Common Agricultural Policy, and the procurement of 

food and drink by the public sector.  Other spending not covered includes spend on 

public health and diet and even the treatment of obesity related illness by the NHS 

 The figures here are mostly a snapshot of one year.  Budgets can go up and 

down, even more so for any major capital spending. 

 Some figures however run over a number of years – for example in the case of 

EU funding (and the smaller VisitScotland programmes)  

The public funding identified is summarised below, whilst some further information on the 
spending by each public body is also provided.   
 
 
 
Public Spending to support and regulate the food and drink sector: 2016-17 (£m) 
(Source: Information provided to SPICe) 
 

 
 
 

 Figures for EU funds and for VisitScotland are spread over a number of years.  

(Other figures relate to 2016-17).   

 Scottish Government food and drink refers to original budget allocations rather than 

final spending 
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A closer look at the budgets 
 
Scottish Government (original budget allocations 2016-17, £’000) 
 

 
 
Information provided by the Scottish Government refers to original draft budget allocations.  
NB: The Scottish Government Draft budget 2017-18 (Table 11.04) shows that there was a 
subsequent reduction between the draft budget and the revised autumn statement for 
2016-17 for Food industry support from £5m to £3.5m, before rising to £6m for 2017/18. 
 
 
What does this money buy? 
 

Industry Support Comprises funding for: Connect Local; Think Local; Scottish 
Agricultural Organisation Society; Scotland Food and Drink; 
Scotland Food and Drink Export Plan; FPMC Support Work; 
Marketing Development Scheme; Skills Academy; Sourcing for 
Growth; Food and Drink  Fortnight; UK market development; 
Seafood Scotland; Scottish Seafood Association 

Food Education 
Funding 

Comprises funding for; Education Scotland Development Officer; 
Food Education Opportunity Fund Projects - Chefs at School, 
Crofting Connections, Eco-Schools, Food and Farming, Future In 
Food, Seafood in Schools; Food For Thought Education Fund; 
Nourish; Scottish Chef's Culinary Team 

Funding to support 
implementation of 
Good Food Nation 
Policy and ambition 

Comprises funding for: Central Scotland Green Network; Good 
Food Nation Fund; Good Food Nation Comms Work; Grow Your 
Own - Trellis, FCFCG, Galvanise the Grassroots; Mealmakers; 
Health Living Programme; GFN Children and Young People; 
Organic Ambitions Fund - Supply Chain and Action Plan; Scottish 
Organic Forum 

Procurement Supports delivery of commitments related to food service and 
public food.  Comprises funding for Food For Life and 
Secondment of a Public Food/Food Service Specialist 

Livestock Sector 
Specific Support 

Comprises funding for: Bute Dairy Subsidy, Dairy Growth Board, 
Scottish Dairy Bureau and Poultry Monitor Farm work 

 
 

 250  

 350  

 700  

 900  

 2,500  

Livestock

Public Food Procurement

Good Food Nation

Food Education

Industry Support

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/12/6610/14
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Scottish Government Research Programme 
 
The Scottish Government’s research programme, on rural affairs, food and environment , 
which runs from 2016 to 2021, includes a number of research ‘packages’ related to food 
 
Spending on food and drink related research ‘packages’ (2016-17 £’000s) 
 

 
 
What does this money buy? 
 

Work Package 3.1 - 
Improved food & 
drink production 

To deliver evidence which can improve Scottish food and drink 
production, across the supply chain, in terms of making it more 
desirable, nutritious, beneficial to health, safe, economically viable, 
sustainable and ethically produced. Driven by the Scottish national 
Food and Drink Policies, A Recipe for Success (2009) and 
Becoming a Good Food Nation (2014), this research will focus on 
providing scientific evidence to deliver foods with superior nutritional 
qualities and reformulate processed foods to improve their 
healthiness while retaining consumer appeal and food manufacturer 
acceptability.   
 

Work Package 3.2 - 
Healthy diets and 
dietary choice 

Aims to understand the linkages between diet, behaviour, lifestyle, 
and the social and cultural environment in order to improve the 
health of the Scottish population. 
 

Work Package 3.3 - 
Food security 

Aims to provide evidence to policy makers on food security in 
Scotland, including how various policies are likely to impact food 
security in Scotland in the future. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£3,588 

£3,911 

£711 

Work Package 3.1 - Improved
food & drink production

Work Package 3.2 - Healthy diets
and dietary choice

Work Package 3.3 - Food security
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Scottish Enterprise spending to support food and drink (2016-17 £’000s)  
 

 
 
What does this money buy? 
 
Scottish Enterprise has provided a detailed note (available in the annex).  Some of the key 
points from that note are summarised below: 
 
In 2016-17 Scottish Enterprise Food & Drink support consisted of support through Account 
Management (to a portfolio of 315 Food & Dink companies); Scottish Manufacturing 
Advisory Service; Product interventions delivered via Frameworks which are based on the 
key themes of Business Improvement, Innovation, Investment, Market Development, 
Workplace Innovation and Strategy Development; Grant Funding in support of R&D, 
Investment (SIB, RSA and Environmental Aid) and specialist expertise and funding 
delivered via Innovation and European Resources (EEN). 
 
Just over £1m of sector specific support also extended to investment via projects and 
strategic research and reaches the company base (beyond Account Managed companies) 
notably in 16/17 Market Driven Supply Chains (project focused on building supply chain 
capability and capacity and developing practical solutions to overcome barriers in 
accessing key UK and export markets) and the development phase of Make Innovation 
Happen which was launched in May 2017 (incurring spend from 17/18 onwards - an 
initiative to accelerate market-driven innovation across the whole of the food and drink 
supply chain, and to open up new markets and revenue streams).  
  
Strategic Research was undertaken in 16/17 by SE including in market to look at 
opportunities for Premium Products, Foresighting and Analysis of market and customer 
intelligence to provide greater insights to the Scotland Food & Drink Partnership. 

 225  

 291  

 995  

 1,045  

 1,688  

 2,794  

 3,045  

 3,954  

SMART R&D

People skills

Innovation and commercialisation

Food and Drink project initiatives and
strategic research

Exporting

Account managed companies

Investment (eg SIB)

Regional Selective Assistance
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International market development activities via SDI provide to provide international support 
- including exhibitions, other events and individual company support.  
 
Innovation support (Including R&D, SMART, Workplace Innovation): Specialist 
support (categorised as Early Innovation Engagement) includes 1-2-1 support from a 
variety of Specialists including Innovation, ICT, Sustainability, Intellectual Assets and 
Workplace Innovation including specialist support provided to 155 Food & Drink 
companies in 16/17 
 
Investment included 8 Regional Selective Assistance awards, (48 new jobs were created 
and 88 safeguarded). Support was also provided via Capital expenditure grants and 
through the Scottish Investment Bank to address weaknesses in the supply of risk capital 
to high growth companies.  
 
Additional support (not captured in the above budget figures) in the form of 
professional expertise delivered to the sector in 16/17 includes SE’s Food & Drink 
sector team of 5; SE’s Sector Delivery Team; SDI’s team of Food & Drink Trade 
Specialists;); SE’s marketing & communications  staff promoting the sector domestically 
and internationally; 52 account managers/specialists (not all in full time capacity)  working 
day to day with 315 account managed food & drink companies; SE’s Enquiries Team 
managing 1,448 enquiries from food & drink companies looking for support and 
SE’s  Research Team completed 761 requests for 379 companies in the food and drink 
sector  
 
The Food & Health Innovation Service - project delivered by Scottish Enterprise as a 
market driven innovation mechanism to provide a range of practical support to help 
businesses realise growth opportunities in the healthy food and drink products 
marketplace. The project was formally launched in February 2011 and concluded in 
December 2015.  
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Highlands and Islands Enterprise support to food and drink (2016-17 £’000s) 
 

 
 
 

What does this money buy? 
 

Account managed 
companies 

Money to support our food and drink businesses in a range of ways: 
expansion, equipment, R&D, marketing, graduate placements, 
innovation, international support 

Aquaculture (eg 
innovation fund) 

SAIC Secondment, Scottish Aquaculture Ambition Towards 2030, 
Aquaculture Industry Leadership Group Establishment and Operation, 
Aqua Nor stand space 

Research • Food and Drink Strategy Research                                                                                             
• Economic Impact of the Aquaculture Sector Supply Chain in 
Scotland                
• Food and Drink – UK Market Development Research                                                       
• Food and Drink Strategy 2017-2030 Data Synthesis                                                            

Essential know 
how for food and 
drink businesses 

Subscriptions to Market information for example: Mintel Reports for 
Food and Drink, Fish Farmer, Fish Farmer International, Fishing 
News, Whisky Year Book 

 
 
Other programmes, as part of Make Innovation Happen (launched May 2017) 

 
Food and Drink Collaborative Innovation Fund - The fund is a bi-annual competition for 
groups of businesses within Scotland's food and drink supply chain - with a focus on small 
to medium sized enterprises (SMEs). Larger companies may be part of the collaboration 
but should have at least one SME in their project. The aim of the fund is to encourage a 
culture of collaborative innovation by addressing key food and drink opportunities or 
challenges. 
 
Innovation Connectors - To support companies through their innovation journey.  They 
connect food and drink businesses with the full range of support available - across the 
public sector and beyond. 
 
 
 

 16  

 47  

 82  

 1,824  

Essential know-how for F&D business

Research

Aquaculture

Account managed companies (inc'
finance, exports, investment, people)
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Scottish Funding Council: spending related to food and drink (2016-17 £’000s) 
 

 
 
What does this money buy? 
 

Support to colleges and 
HEIs for food and drink 
related teaching 

This is the gross teaching price for 7,181 FTEs in colleges and 
708 FTEs in universities delivered in 2015-16 on Food and Drink 
related courses.  In the last 5 years, college FTEs have grown 
from 7,009 to 7,181 and university FTEs have grown from 551 to 
708. The resulting increase in funding was £2,171,000 
 

Research Excellence 
Grant 

The SFC's Research Excellence Grant is a formulaic grant 
which HEIs use to support their respective research strategies.  
We do not, therefore, hold information on how the grant is 
allocated specifically within the HEIs.  REG is allocated partly on 
the results of the Research Excellence Framework (REF2014).  
In REF 2014, 6 Scottish HEIs (Aberdeen, Edinburgh/SRUC, 
QMU, Stirling, Glasgow, and HWU) submitted to UOA6: 
agriculture, veterinary and food science.  Examples of food and 
drink research will be available from HEI websites and published 
research strategies.    
 

Innovation Centre 
Programme - 
Aquaculture 

Working alongside the Aquaculture sector to help it achieve its 
growth ambitions is the Scottish Aquaculture Innovation Centre 
(SAIC), one of eight such centres funded by SFC to drive growth 
in areas of key economic and social importance. This is done by 
connecting industry with academia to encourage collaboration 
on the priority issues; sharing the insights and knowledge 
gleaned with the wider sector; attracting additional UK and EU 
funding into Scottish aquaculture; encouraging new generations 
into the sector and developing those already working within 
Scottish aquaculture. SFC funding pays for infrastructure and 
core costs of the IC as well as the academic time spent on 
projects. 

 92  

 110  

 120  

 139  

 830  

 37,309  

 ?    

Interface F&D

Interface sector delivery (F&D)

HND in F&D manufacturing

Innovation vouchers

Innovation Centre - aquaculture

Food and Drink related teaching support

Research Excellence Grant (F&D related)
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Innovation vouchers This money paid for the academic time spent on 28 first time 
collaborations between an HEI and SME. The money was 
matched by in-kind support from the company in order to 
develop innovative new products, services or processes which 
may also result in longer term relationships with academia. 
 

Support to the Energy 
Skills partnership to 
work with CDN on an 
HND in F&D 
manufacturing 

This is our annual investment in the ESP, which broadly covers 
staffing for the network with a focus on Engineering, 
Construction, Technologies and Manufacturing 

Interface Sector 
Delivery Team - F&D 

Interface Sector Delivery Team is a three year pilot project 
building on Common Interest Group model developed as part of 
Interface Food and Drink. It focuses on Creative Industries, 
Tourism and F&D and seeks to built multi-partner collaborative 
projects with businesses and academia. 
 

Interface Food & Drink No cost extension of a 5 year, £2.4m project. Ran from 2011-
2016 with an aim to foster a culture of innovation in the F&D 
sector through collaborations between industry and academia. 
Its focus was on achieving economic impact and it specifically 
encouraged collaborations of industry, trade associations and 
Common Interest Groups with Scottish universities. IFD funded 
100 projects from feasibility studies to PhDs and has forged 
closer links between academia and industry.  This funding also 
supported a member of staff to assist with the development of 
Make Innovation Happen  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.foodanddrink.scot/industry/make-innovation-happen.aspx
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Skills Development Scotland 
 
Spending on areas that support food and drink (2016-17 £’000s) 
 

 
 
What does this money buy? 
 

Modern Apprenticeship 
Training Costs 

This has funded 1854 modern apprentices, which covers 
payments for starts, milestone payments made for those MAs 
in training at beginning and throughout the financial year and 
leavers in the frameworks for agriculture, aquaculture, food 
& drink operations and game & wildlife management.  
Please see the MA Contribution Tables for further Information:  

Productivity Improvement Developing online modules in Business Improvement 
Techniques, 1-1 support with businesses and learning journey 
to see best practice 

Scotland Food &Drink membership 
 

Careers Research Mapping of careers activity and developing a programme  

Scotland Food & Drink 
Excellence Awards 

Sponsoring Investing in Skills category to raise awareness of 
the benefits of workforce development, and develop case 
studies 

Lantra Learner of the 
Year Awards 

Sponsoring a Modern Apprenticeship Award, raising the profile 
of non -traditional careers 

Skills Investment Plan for 
Food & Drink sector 

Printing of the Skills Investment Plan Brochure 

Exploring Opportunities for new Modern Apprenticeship framework in craft brewing. 
 

Grampian Food Forum 
Awards 

Sponsoring Investing in Skills category to raise awareness of 
the benefits of workforce development, and develop case 
studies 

1 

2 

3 

3 

6 

7 

10 

10 

2,073 

Grampian Food Forum Awards

Exploring Opportunities for new Modern
Apprenticeship  framework in craft brewing.

Skills Investment Plan for Food & Drink
sector

Lantra Learner of the Year Awards

Scotland Food & Drink Excellence Awards

 Careers Research

Scotland Food &Drink membership

Productivity Improvement

Modern Apprenticeship Training Costs

https://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/media/43172/ma-contribution-table-17-18.pdf
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VisitScotland 
 
VisitScotland was not able to separate out the food and drink elements of much of their 
core activity.  However they have run some programmes specifically related to food and 
Drink: 

 Scotland Food and Drink 2015 – a two year programme with a budget of £650,000 

 Taste our Best -  a three year programme with a budget of £920,000 

More detail on spending on Scotland Food and Drink 2015 is set out below 
 
Scotland Food and Drink 2015 (spending over two years: £’000s) 
 

 
 
Support to a selection of events in Scotland Food and Drink 2015 
 

 
 

£9 

£30 

£43 

£50 

£245 

£273 

Research

Event Workshops

Growth Fund

Irrecoverable VAT

Marketing

Events

£0 £5,000 £10,000 £15,000

Largs Viking festival

Royal Highland Show

Turriff Show

UEFA European Qualifiers

University of Aberdeen May Festival

Cake Fest Edinburgh

Edinburgh Food Festival

Scotland's Salmon Festival

Belladrum Tartan Heart Festival

Borders Book Festival

Create:Eat:Whisky 2015

Edinburgh International Science Festival:…

Glasgow Science Festival: From Creel to Meal

Merchant City Festival

Paisley Beer & Food Festival

Scotland's Boat Show

William Hill Scottish Cup Competition (Semi-…
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Food Standards Scotland - spending (2016-17 £’000) 
 

 
 
 
What does this money buy? 
 
In addition to the examples in the table below Food Standards Scotland has also provided 
additional details of spending (see annex).   
 

Food is safe Delivery of official controls with respect to 
meat (slaughter and cutting) and shellfish; 
monitoring food law enforcement by other 
authorities; responding to food incidents; 
provision of guidance and tools for food 
safety management 

Consumers choose a healthier diet Supporting small businesses to provide 
calorie information 

FSS is a trusted organisation Extensive engagement with stakeholders on 
regulatory strategy; meat industry forum 
quarterly meetings See annex for detail. 

Food is authentic Combatting food crime and food fraud 
through investigation, intelligence gathering, 
surveillance and research and by supporting 
other enforcement authorities See annex for 
detail 

Responsible food businesses flourish Developing guidance and tools to support 
the delivery of targeted proportionate risk 
based enforcement; supporting exports by 
providing assistance to third country 
delegations 

FSS is efficient and effective Commissioning independent review of meat 
official controls charging scheme 

 
 

 835  

 1,417  

 1,769  

 1,785  

 1,987  

 7,429  

FSS is efficient and effective

Responsible food businesses flourish

Food is authentic

FSS is a trusted organisation

Consumers choose a healthier diet

Food is Safe
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EU funding to support food and drink 
 
The Scottish Government provided the following figures on EU funding to support food and 
drink.  Figures are provided for the two programme periods, and for the 2014-20 period 
refer to funding committed to date.  
 

  2007-14     2014-20     

  
Grant 
Total 

Projects 
Supported 

Generated 
Investment 

Grant 
Total 

Projects 
Supported 

Generated 
Investment 

Food Processing, 
Marketing and Co-
operation (FPMC) £47m 172 £161m £24.5m 73 £107m 

European Maritime and 
Fisheries Fund (EMFF)*  £22m 114 £69m £8m 32 £16m 

*Processing support only 
 

The Food Processing Marketing and Co-operation Grants allows businesses to apply for 

 start-up grants for a new food processing business 

 development grants for an existing food processing business 

This includes capital projects to: 

 develop or create food processing facilities, including buildings and equipment 

and non-capital projects 

 market products in home and export markets at national/international trade 
shows/fairs. 

 to run co-operative ventures to make sure more value is retained by both farmers 
and growers 

 to improve supply-chain efficiency 

The FPMC scheme combines EU and Scottish Government funding.  The ‘generated 
investment’ figure is a combination of public and private funding as a total investment to 
the project. 

 

The European and Maritime Fisheries Fund (EMFF) provides funding to support fishermen, 
sustainable aquaculture, the processing sector and the communities that depend on them.  
The figures above refer to support for the processing sector only 
 
 
Scottish Government: Rural Cohesion: Food Industry Support 
 
This budget of £0.8m in 2016/17 provides “support for food processing projects in remote 
and rural areas” 
 
(Source: Level 4 budget figures for Draft budget 2017/18, Rural Economy and Connectivity 
portfolio)  
 
 
 

https://www.ruralpayments.org/publicsite-rest/fscontent/repository/portal-system/mediadata/media/resources/fpmc~1.pdf.
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/grants-subsidies/awards?_ga=2.179889060.1489750662.1510070054-744412218.1504279664
http://www.parliament.scot/FinancialScrutiny/2017-18_Budget_level_4.xlsx
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The wider picture 
 
To provide some context to the preceding figures two large areas of funding are set out 
below: 
 
Common Agricultural Policy – Pillar 1 
 
The Scottish Government’s draft budget 2017-18 (Table 11.03) identifies three budgets 
relating to CAP Pillar 1: 
 

 Pillar 1 basic payments - £262.0m 

 Pillar 1 – Greening payments - £131.5m 

 Other Pillar 1 payments – 44.5. 

This adds up to a total of £437.8m  
 
 
 
Public procurement of food and drink in Scotland 
 
The latest analysis on the public procurement of food and drink in Scotland was published 
in 2014.  This report (by the Scottish Government) indicated that in 2012-13 the Scottish 
public sector bought an estimated £149.4m worth of Scottish food and drink. 
 
 
  

 
 

Simon Wakefield 
SPICe Research 
9 November 2017  
 

Note: Committee briefing papers are provided by SPICe for the use of Scottish 
Parliament committees and clerking staff.  They provide focused information or respond 
to specific questions or areas of interest to committees and are not intended to offer 
comprehensive coverage of a subject area. 

The Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh, EH99 1SP www.parliament.scot 

 
 
 
 
 

  

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2014/06/2619/0
http://www.parliament.scot/
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Annex: Additional information 
 
Additional information provided by Scottish Enterprise 

 
Supplementary note  
To be read in conjunction with the “Support for Scotland's food sector and Scotland's food policy” table. 
 
Scottish Enterprise recognises the strategic importance of the Food & Drink sector to Scotland. 
Our work in the sector aligns to Scottish Enterprise’s Business Plan priorities focused on 4Is - Innovation, 
Investment, Inclusive Growth and Internationalisation. 
Scottish Enterprise works extensively in the sector and through partnership we have helped to create novel 
approaches to support the sector effectively through shared funding and delivery models (Export Plan, 
Market Driven Supply Chains and Make Innovation Happen are good examples).  
Operational expenditure (covering projects activity, grants funding and company support) to the Food & 
Drink Sector by Scottish Enterprise between April 2009 to March 2017 is estimated to be circa. £88.2m. 
Over that timeframe SE’s funding in support of the sector has increased by 119% (from £6.4m in 09-10 to 
£14m in 16-17) investing in levels exceeding £10m annually from 2012 onwards. 
 
Scottish Enterprise’s contribution to the Food & Drink sector in financial year 2016-17 was c.£14m (a 
breakdown is provided in the “Support for Scotland's food sector and Scotland's food policy” table). The 
following summarises key areas of that operational expenditure and other activity by Scottish Enterprise in 
financial year 2016/17 in support of the Food & Drink Sector. Please note 16/17 figures are subject to minor 
adjustment whilst some final validation work is being undertaken. It is also important to note some projects 
involve expenditure accrued over a number of years. Where this is the case it is identified.  
 
In 16-17 Scottish Enterprise Food & Drink support consisted of support through Account Management (to a 
portfolio of 315 Food & Dink companies); SMAS; Product interventions delivered via Frameworks which are 
based on the key themes of Business Improvement, Innovation, Investment, Market Development, 
Workplace Innovation and Strategy Development; Grant Funding in support of R&D, Investment (SIB, RSA 
and Environmental Aid) and specialist expertise and funding delivered via Innovation and European 
Resources (EEN). 
 
£1.045m of Sector specific support also extends to investment via projects and strategic research and 
reaches the company base (beyond Account Managed companies) notably in 16/17 Market Driven Supply 
Chains (Phase 1) and the development phase of Make Innovation Happen which was launched in May 2017 
(incurring spend from 17/18 onwards).  
 
Market Driven Supply Chains (MDSC) is a transformational project focused on building supply chain 
capability and capacity and developing practical solutions to overcome barriers in accessing key UK and 
export markets. MDSC Phase 1 was co-funded by Scottish Government and Scottish Enterprise (£1.6m 
project included £800k from SE over 4 years) ran between 2013- March 17  delivering 28 supply chain 
projects and increased sector turnover by £15m (against target of £12m total) and GVA by £5m (against 
target of £3m).  
MDSC Phase 2 runs from June 2017-2020 and is aligned to 'Ambition 2030' . The project is managed by SE 
and is co-funded between Scottish Government, Scottish Enterprise & Highlands & Islands Enterprise. It is 
anticipated the new phase will deliver even more ambitious impacts through 20 supply chain projects of 
scale which will increase turnover by £24m and GVA by £9.6m. (£1m project incls £400k from SE over 3 
years)  
 
Make Innovation Happen (MIH) – is a bold initiative to accelerate market-driven innovation across the 
whole of the food and drink supply chain, and to open up new markets and revenue streams. The service is 
delivered through a coalition of public sector and industry bodies working together collaboratively to drive 
innovation, with £1.1m additional funding coming from Scottish Enterprise (70%) and Highlands & Islands 
Enterprise (30%) to improve connectivity of existing support and bring in new Innovation Insights delivery 

http://www.foodanddrink.scot/industry/market-driven-supply-chains-project.aspx
http://www.foodanddrink.scot/media/78129/strategy-brochure-smaller-size.pdf
https://www.scottish-enterprise.com/knowledge-hub/articles/insight/food-and-drink-innovation
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and a new Collaborative Innovation Fund (open to applications from 1st July 2017). This novel initiative 
leverages resource (people, funding and expertise) and demonstrates a Team Scotland approach (£1.1m 
project incls £739k from SE over 3 years 2017-2020)  
  
Strategic Research was undertaken in 16/17 by SE including in market to look at opportunities for Premium 
Products, Foresighting and Analysis of market and customer intelligence to provide greater insights to the 
Scotland Food & Drink Partnership. This included research on Global Trends and Market Prioritisation which 
underpinned the new Ambition 2030 industry strategy. 
 
International market development activities via SDI provide to provide international support - £1.68m 
operational expenditure in 16/17 including exhibitions, other events and individual company support. 
The SF&D Export Plan launched in 2014 (led by SDI) – a ground-breaking initiative with Partners (SDI, SF&D, 
Trade Associations and Scottish Government) collectively contributing £4.5m to a 5-year plan focussed on 
14 priority markets, with dedicated food and drink specialists in 8 of these markets - £780k of funding 
ringfenced for the specialists’ posts (administered by SDI, with funding contributions from other partners) 
 
Innovation support (Including R&D, SMART, Workplace Innovation) 
Specialist support (categorised as Early Innovation Engagement) includes 1-2-1 support from a variety of 
Specialists including Innovation, ICT, Sustainability, Intellectual Assets and Workplace Innovation.  

• Specialist support was provided to 155 Food & Drink companies in 16/17 
• SE supported 186 Food & Drink companies to be ‘Innovation Active’ in 16/17.  
• Innovation  grant awards/projects were delivered by SE to 149 companies in 16-17  
• In 16/17 the value of increased turnover attributed to Innovation activity for Food & Drink was  

£27.5m  
• 74 Food & Drink companies accessed EEN services (commercial activity, European funding and 

networks, engaging with technical partners and coaching programme) 
 
Investment was delivered in a number of ways to Food & Drink companies in 16/17 through 8 Regional 
Selective Assistance awards, 48 new jobs were created and 88 safeguarded. Support was also provided via 
Capital expenditure grants and through the Scottish Investment Bank to address weaknesses in the supply 
of risk capital to high growth companies.  
 
Additional support in the form of professional expertise delivered to the sector in 16/17 includes SE’s 
Food & Drink sector team of 5 supporting the delivery of the ‘Fresh Thinking’ industry strategy and working 
in partnership to develop the new ‘Ambition 2030’ strategy; SE’s Sector Delivery Team provided project 
management resource to industry projects such as MDSC; SMAS advisors aided companies to review their 
manufacturing processes; SDI’s team of Food & Drink Trade Specialists helped companies to export; 
commitment to a Make Innovation Happen Innovation Connector position hosted within SE was agreed 
(17/18 onwards); SE’s marketing & communications  staff promoted the sector domestically and 
internationally to maximise commercial and reputation building opportunities; 52 account 
managers/specialists (not all in full time capacity)  worked day to day with 315 account managed food & 
drink companies; SE’s Enquiries Team managed 1,448 enquiries from food & drink companies looking for 
support and SE’s  Research Team completed 761 requests for 379 companies in the food and drink sector 
(approximately 40% of these requests were for account managed companies. 35% of research activity 
supported companies to export). Please note this activity is not captured in overall £14m expenditure figure 
as these resources are part of SE headcount and core staffing costs and are not disaggregated at a sector 
level. 
 
The expenditure figure of £14m in 16-17 does not include SE’s rural project activity including the Rural 
Leadership Programme as again these interventions are not disaggregated at a sector level. 
 
The Food & Health Innovation Service was set up as a project delivered by Scottish Enterprise as a market 
driven innovation mechanism to provide a range of practical support to help businesses realise growth 
opportunities in the healthy food and drink products marketplace. The project was formally launched in 
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February 2011 and concluded in December 2015. Innovation Insight delivery and innovation support is now 
delivered through the Make Innovation Happen (MIH) delivery model by SE and other delivery partners 
from within the Scotland Food & Drink Partnership. As delivery of FHIS took place prior to 16/17 and MIH 
implementation is post 16/17 no FHIS or MIH expenditure or people resource is included in the 16/17 
operational expenditure figure provided. 
 

 

Additional information provided by Food Standards Scotland 

Food Standards Scotland’s primary concern is consumer protection. FSS is a regulator, protecting 
consumers through delivery of a robust regulatory and enforcement strategy. Effective and 
proportionate regulation enables responsible businesses to flourish, and supports the reputation of 
the industry. 

Our net budget for 2016/17 was £15,300,000, and the allocation of those resources against our 
strategic outcomes is set out on the Excel spreadsheet. Please note that not all of these funds can 
be considered to be direct or indirect support for industry. 

More specific information with respect to our meat and shellfish regulatory activities and costs: 

To comply with EC Regulation 882/2004, FSS provides a range of services, regulated and non-
regulated, in approved meat establishments (i.e. slaughterhouses, game handling establishments, 
and meat cutting plants) in Scotland. Some of these services are paid for by other Government 
Departments and others are charged to Food Business Operators (FBOs). The full cost to industry 
in each of the financial years 2015/16 and 2016/17 would have been approximately £4.45 million. 
However, we provide a discount to the meat industry, which is, in effect, a subsidy. The discount 
amounted to approximately £1.3 million for each of the financial years 2015/16 and 2016/17, 
reducing fees charged to industry to approximately £3.2 million for each of those years. 

FSS also undertakes classification and monitoring with respect to shellfish production areas, 
supported by a risk-based sampling regime. The cost of these activities was £2.3 million in each of 
the financial years 2015/16 and 2016/17. 

Activities which may be classed as direct/indirect support to industry: 

1. Food is Safe 

Delivery of official controls with respect to meat (slaughter and cutting) and shellfish; monitoring 
food law enforcement by other authorities; responding to food incidents; provision of guidance and 
tools for food safety management: 

· Approval of slaughterhouses and meat cutting plants in Scotland 

· Delivery of food law official controls and veterinary audits in 110 approved meat establishments at 
a subsidised cost to industry 

· Enforcement of animal welfare legislation in approved slaughterhouses on behalf of the Scottish 
Government in approved meat establishments 

· SQA and FDQ approved assessment centre for applicants seeking a certificate of competence 
under The Welfare of Animals at the Time of Killing (Scotland) Regulations 2012 

· Delivery of official controls to determine the safety of marine waters used for the harvesting of 
shellfish in Scotland (around 178 production areas) at no cost to the industry. 
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· Data sharing with SEPA to support risk-based approaches for monitoring for chemical 
contaminants in shellfish harvesting waters in Scotland 

· Auditing Local Authorities (LAs) for capacity and capability to deliver food law 

· Responding to food incidents, i.e. where concerns about actual or suspected threats to the safety 
or quality of food require intervention to protect consumers (104 incidents) 

· Publication of online tool to support fresh produce sector in effective food safety management 

· Review of data on analytical results from food and feed samples and reporting trends to LAs to 
assist them in targeting enforcement interventions 

2. Food is authentic 

Combatting food crime and food fraud through investigation, intelligence gathering, surveillance 
and research and by supporting other enforcement authorities: 

· Scottish Food Crime and Incidents Unit (SFCIU) including Food Crime Intelligence Bureau & 
Investigations Team. 

· Co-ordinating activities of Operation Opson, an international initiative which encourages 
participating countries to hold a focused period of activity against counterfeit and substandard food, 
in Scotland in 2016/17. 

· Launch of hotline for whistleblowers and public to report suspicions with respect to food fraud. 

· Building an evidence base through surveillance and research, e.g. preliminary research aimed at 
developing a tool based on the use of Stable Isotope Ratio Analysis (SIRA) for verifying the 
geographical origin of Scotch beef. The findings of this work are now being used to develop a 
strategy for intelligence gathering and investigations on the provenance of the Scottish beef 
production chain. 

· Support and training to enforcement authorities to support new powers to deliver food information 
controls (food labelling and standards). 

3. Consumers have healthier diets 

Supporting small businesses to provide calorie information: 

· Piloting use of MenuCal, an online application, free at the point of use, which provides small 
businesses with a means to provide calorie information on their menus, and piloting guidance for 
businesses for voluntary provision of calorie information alongside this. 

4. Responsible businesses flourish 

Developing guidance and tools to support the delivery of targeted proportionate risk based 
enforcement; supporting exports by providing assistance to third country delegations: 

· Risk scoring matrix to support local authority enforcement of food law, following best practice 
example in the Scottish Regulators’ Strategic Code of Practice, to support targeted, risk based 
interventions. To ensure that food businesses who demonstrate sustained levels of compliance are 
subject to proportionate levels of regulatory oversight, and effective and timely action is taken 
against businesses who do not step up to their legal responsibilities. 
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· Development of a Scottish National Database (SND), to collect and analyse all enforcement 
activity undertaken by local authorities (LAs) in Scotland directly from source, so that LAs and FSS 
might examine real-time datasets on food enforcement activities alongside other datasets such as 
the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation, allowing FSS to implement more effective policy 
changes going forward. 

· 47,470 food businesses listed on the Food Hygiene Information Scheme (FHIS), with an average 
pass rate across all Local Authority areas of 92%. 

· Development of centralised system to improve effectiveness of animal feed official controls. 

· Supporting exports by providing expert assistance to Chinese delegation and support for USFDA 
audits of food businesses, and keeping local authorities up to date with Chinese and Russian food 
law. 

5. FSS is a trusted organisation 

Extensive engagement with stakeholders on regulatory strategy; meat industry forum quarterly 
meetings: 

· Extensive engagement with stakeholders, including industry, on regulatory strategy, and 
establishment of quarterly meat industry forum meetings. 

6. FSS is efficient and effective 

Commissioning independent review of meat official controls charging scheme: 

· Subject our meat official controls charging scheme to independent review, and engage 
extensively with industry over implementation. 


